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Afghanistan
officially the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, is a landlocked
country located in South and Central Asia. Afghanistan is
bordered by Pakistan in the south and east; Iran in the west;
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan in the north; and
in the far northeast, China.
Capital : Kabul



What is Intelligent Transport System and how 
it works?

Intelligent transportation system (ITS) is the application of
sensing, analysis, control and communications technologies to
ground transportation in order to improve safety, mobility and
efficiency. ITS includes a wide range of applications that process
and share information to ease congestion, improve traffic
management, minimize environmental impact and increase the
benefits of transportation to commercial users and the public in
general.



Geography is not destination, Geography
is changeable, Commitment Changes
the Geography

H.E Ashraf Ghani, Iran, Chabahar Meeting 

Afghanisan's role in transport and transit of the region



New Silk Road Initiative
This is a plat of transforming Afghanistan into a center for economic and trans
port integration. The view is to revive the Afghan Silk Road, which is central t
o the economic activities of the region and enables the country to attract inve
stment, use of natural resources and provide economic opportunities for the p
eople.
Providing modern and standardized transport infrastructure and international
trade Will turn this perspective into reality.

Afghanistan as a Connecting Corridor for Regional Countries



Modern Silk Road 
This Road is to simplify the border procedures between the 17 countries of the Silk Road
and several international organizations such as the world Customs Organization, the UN
Economic Commission for Europe, the European Organization for Logistics and
Transport, and the World Road Transport Union.

Afghanistan as a Connecting Corridor for Regional Countries





One Belt- One Road
1) This will focus on interconnection and regional cooperation, in particular China, Asia and Europe.
2) This belt includes countries located on the main road of the Silk Road-Western and Central Asia,
and Europe.
3) The goal of this initiative is to integrate the region into a coherent economic area by building
infrastructure, increasing cultural exchanges and developing trade.

Afghanistan as a Connecting Corridor for Regional Countries



Chabahar
Afghanistan-Iran-India:

The Chabahar port provides Iran with direct access to the Indian 
Ocean and can thus connect Afghanistan to the countries of Indi
a, Gulf Countries, African Countries and China which is an import
ant economic hub in the world.



Chabahr port 



Lapis Lazuli route is one the Asia-Euro
pe transit routes which has got a histor
y of two thousand years and it, original
ly, was one of the important routes of t
he Silk Road.
The Lapis Lazuli transit and trade rout
e that connect Afghanistan and South 
Asian countries with Europe through ro
ad and railway is considered to be one 
of the shortest and most reliable transit 
route for a landlocked country like Afgh
anistan in order to get connected to Eu
rope and, it can be counted as one of i
mportant achievements of Afghan gov
ernment in regards with diversification 
of Afghan transit and trade routes with 
different countries in the region and th
e globe.

Lapis Lazuli route is one of the
Asia-Europe transit routes which has
got a history of two thousand years and
it, originally, was one of the important
routes of the Silk Road.
The Lapis Lazuli transit and trade route
that connect Afghanistan and South
Asian countries with Europe through
road and railway is considered to be one
of the shortest and most reliable transit
route for a landlocked country like
Afghanistan in order to get connected to
Europe and, it can be counted as one of
important achievements of Afghan
government in regards with
diversification of Afghan transit and trade
routes with different countries in the
region and the globe.



Challenges

1- Security 

2- Economical 

3- Technical 



Security
Taliban: they are destroying the Roads and       
Electricity bases in the Afghanistan.



Economical:
1- Lack of transportation infrastructure.
2- lack of modern vehicles and the presence of old vehicles.
3- Lack of electricity.
4- Lack of standard terminals and parking for vehicles.



Technical:
1- lack of technical and scientific cadres in transportation sector.
2- Lack of familiarity with modern transportation system, in particular the
…. intelligent transportation system.
3- Lack of comprehensive transport law



Recommendations 

Sharing ITS experiences of UNESCAP members with Afghanistan.

provide scholarships in transportation sectors.

. 



. Provide Short transport Training courses. 

Technical and financial supports. 
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